
       Parameters  Technology

Core sensor technology Acoustic vector sensor (AVS)
measuring particle velocity 

Microphone
measuring sound pressure

Sensing element layout Co-located, multiple AVS per sensing 
element, packaged in miniaturized 

form factor

Spatially distributed, typically in a 
tetrahedral or similar configuration

Acoustic coherence
allowing coherent signal
processing for best possible 
localization accuracy

High 
due to co-location of  

sensing elements

Low 
due spatially distributed

sensing elements

Frequency range Broad banded 
(simultaneous handling of high and 

low frequency sound sources)

Narrow banded
(only high frequency sound sources)

Sensor node installation Mounted directly on 
vehicle deck, having limited 

vertical protrusion

Mast-mounted on
vehicle deck, having significant 

vertical protrusion

Number of sensor nodes 4 1

Size of node Diameter: 23 cm, height: 11 cm
Height: up to 60cm

(mast mounted, so depending on mast)

       Parameters    Performance

Acoustic aperture / field of regard 360 degrees around + hemisphere above 360 degrees around

Ability to handle platform noise
when driving or engine idling

Yes, 4 sensor nodes identify and 
ignore local noise No 

Sorts of threats supported
(non-networked)

Hand held weapons, machine guns 
and board canons

Hand held weapons and 
machine guns

Additional sorts of audible 
threats supported when the  
sensor nodes are networked

Rockets, artillery and 
mortars (RAM), heavy ground  

vehicles and drones
No

Firmware capability to
categorize SAF (small arms fire) 
and board cannons

Yes No

SAF detection range 1800 m 1500 m

Capable to handle multiple  
simultaneous sources Yes Practically impossible

Maximum miss distance
(small arms fire) Up to 200 m Up to 30 m

Wind affected results No, weather station integrated Yes

False alarm rate Neglectable, due to  
4 redundant sensor nodes Non-neglectable

       Parameters   Versatility

Reconfigurable to support for 
multiple applications / other 
threats

Yes, via firmware upgrade No, dedicated for SAF 
(small arms fire) only

       Parameters       Mission success

Increased risk of vehicle being  
detected Neglectable Non-neglectable, because  

of mast sticking out

Risk of damaged and 
non-functional equipment 
during operations

Minimal, due to 4 redundant 
sensor nodes and spatial distribution 

on vehicle deck, combined with
graceful degradation of performance

Probable, due to lack 
of redundancy, height of mast 

and resulting fragility
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